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What Worked - Japan
Nothing until this afternoon and then everything went to…
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What Worked

Dull week
until
Thursday
afternoon

Huge selloff in Beta

The only thing that mattered this week was Thursday afternoon. Yes, I will admit that we do a
preliminary write-up before the close and then adjust the number as they change. Well things
changed significantly today. Using preliminary number my subject line was “What Worked –
Nothing.” Because up until this afternoon nothing stood out. However with the BOJ
Announcement and Yen’s significant drop, things stood out.
This afternoon saw a huge sell off in high Beta, Value and 1-week momentum names. As a
result, high beta names that were down were JFE down 16% on the week, 7% of that on the
afternoon open, Jafco down 16%, 8% of that this afternoon. Value names that were hurt were
Hino Motors down 16%, 6% of that happened this afternoon. Mitsui OSK was down 16% this
week, 7% of that on the afternoon open this afternoon.
Who Moved

Despite the
move,
volumes
still light

There were 15 names that moved on volume this week. On the positive side, Japan Steel
Works was up 10%, Coca-cola East was up 9% and Kokuyo was up 7%. On the other side,
Hokuhoku Financial down 13%, Mitsubishi Motors was down 11% and CyberAgent was down
9%. All on strong volume.
Summary
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Important Disclosures:
This material was prepared for you and is for your information and use only. This material
should only be distributed to other members of that organization on a need to know basis and
should not be distributed or disseminated to any other person or entity.

This material is for information purposes only and it should not be regarded as an offer to sell or
as a solicitation of an offer to buy the securities or other instruments mentioned in it. This
material is based on current public information that Custom Products Group Limited ("Custom
Products") considers reliable, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete,
and it should not be relied on as such. No investment opinion or advice is provided, intended,
or solicited. Custom Products offers no warranty, either expressed or implied, regarding the
veracity of data or interpretations of data included in this report. This material is provided with
the understanding that Custom Products is not acting in a fiduciary capacity. Opinions
expressed herein reflect the opinion of Custom Products and are subject to change without
notice.

The products mentioned in this document may not be eligible for sale in some states or
)
countries, and they may not be suitable for all types of investors. The value of and the income
produced by products may fluctuate, so that an investor may get back less than they invested.
Value and income may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates, or other
factors. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. If a product is income
producing, part of the capital invested may be used to pay that income. © 2016 Custom
Products Group Limited. All rights reserved.
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